Veteran

Items:

Nationality: Russian

Russian soldier’s uniform

Languages: Russian, German, Broken
English

rifle

ammo

2 pieces of junk

Look: (select one) Dirty, Scarred, Thin,
or Rugged.

and select two:

Stats:

( ) knife
Tough+2

( ) Mangled (-1)

Precise-1

( ) Shocked (-1)

Clever+1

( ) Shaken (-1)

( ) MG

Special actions:
Improvised Weapon: Spend pieces
of junk to create one of the
following: (3) a grenade, (2) a knife, (1)
a club. Work with the MC for other
options.

( ) 2 grenades

ammo ( ) 3 additional junk

Trust:
Trust the strong: Your trust of each
character is their Tough value.
The Veteran

select one:
( ) Opportune Moment: Any time
the enemy advances an action timer in
a way that you are aware of, take +1
forward on a related action.
( ) Hard as Nails: Take +1
forward on Tough rolls against a
superior foe.

Harm:
Scars:

Spy

Items:
British officer’s uniform

Nationality: Russian

papers

Languages: Russian, German, English,
French

select two:

Look: Handsome, Plain, Chubby, or
Tired.

( ) German officer’s uniform ( ) knife
( ) disguise kit

Stats:
Tough-1

( ) Mangled (-1)

Precise+1

( ) Shocked (-1)

Clever+2

( ) Shaken (-1)

( ) forgery kit

Trust:
Trust no one: Your trust of each
character is -1.

Special actions: select two:
( ) Impersonation: Take +1
forward on Clever rolls when wearing
a disguise.
( ) Keen Ears: Always learn one
additional detail when overhearing a
conversation.

The Spy

( ) Master Forger: With
preparation, papers can be turned
into convincing papers, which grant +1
forward on rolls. Additionally, obtain
one additional detail when examining
other papers.

Harm:

Scars:
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Tank Commander

Items:

Nationality: American

tank crew uniform

Languages: English, Broken French

pistol

Look: Handsome, Dirty, Shaken, or Cold.

select two:

Stats:

( ) cache of 4 tank shells ( ) MG
Tough+1

( ) Mangled (-1)

Precise+2

( ) Shocked (-1)

Clever-1

( ) Shaken (-1)

( ) tank tools

Special actions: select two:

( ) Crack Shot: Add 1 harm to
tank shells or artillery fire.
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ammo

( ) 2 demolition charges

Trust:

( ) Tactical Superiority: Obtain
one additional detail when
developing a battle plan.
( ) Maneouvers: Roll +Precise
instead of +Clever when making
tactical advances toward the enemy.

ammo

Trust your team: Your Trust of each
character is +1.
The Tank Commander

Harm:

Scars:

Medic

Items:

Nationality: American

medic’s uniform

Languages: English, Broken French,
Broken German

medical kit

Look: Blood-stained, Robust, Tired, or
Energetic.

( ) pistol

select two:
ammo

( ) knife

( ) 3 sulfa powder ( ) 2 morphine

Stats:
Tough=0

( ) Mangled (-1)

Precise+1

( ) Shocked (-1)

Clever+1

( ) Shaken (-1)

Trust:

Special actions: select two:
( ) Tend Wounds - Roll +Clever.
On 10+, heal 2 segments of harm. On 79, heal 1 or heal 2 and create a
complication of the form “wounded
character takes -1 ongoing in
(applicable situation) until (further
healing)”.
( ) Shoulder the Burden - When
assisting an ally on a CHARGE or
DODGE reaction, use +2 instead of
their trust value.

The Medic

Trust in me: Your Trust of each other
character is 0 until you have
successfully helped a character, then
your Trust is +1 with them.

Harm:
Scars:

( ) Mercy Killing - When a single
segment of an enemy challenge clock
remains, fill the clock.
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Freedom Fighter

Items:

Nationality: French

resistance fighter’s uniform

Languages: French, Broken English,
Broken German

pistol

Look: Beautiful, Dirty, Scarred, or
Proud.

( ) rifle with bayonet ammo ( ) papers

ammo

select one:

Stats:
Tough+2

( ) Mangled (-1)

Precise+1

( ) Shocked (-1)

Clever-1

( ) Shaken (-1)

Trust:
Trust our brothers: Trust-1 for
characters who have not helped you.
Trust+1 for characters who have
helped you.

Special actions: select two:
( ) Call to Arms - Call in three
allies. (These allies act as a group, do
2 harm close, and have a single harm
clock.)
( ) Vive La Liberté - Take +1
forward on all rolls involving
breaking out of confinement.
( ) Well-placed Sabot - Do +1
harm to structures or equipment when
using sabotage or explosives.
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The Freedom Fighter

Harm:

Scars:

Aristocrat

Items:

Nationality: French

tailored suit

Languages: French, English, German,
Russian

papers

Look: Foppish, Rigid, Reserved, or
Haughty.

( ) disguise kit

select two:

( ) radio

Stats:
Tough=0

( ) Mangled (-1)

Precise=0

( ) Shocked (-1)

Clever+2

( ) Shaken (-1)

( ) enigma machine
( ) 3 cigars-and-brandy

Trust:
Trust the wise: Your trust of each
character is their Clever value.

Special actions: select two:
( ) Code Cracker - Obtain one
additional detail when decoding a
message.
( ) Shrewdness - In a given
conversation, ask one question that
will be answered truthfully or cause
the character to flee.

The Aristocrat

Harm:

Scars:

( ) In Confidence - Over cigarsand-brandy, converse with an ally or
enemy. Take +1 forward when rolling
+Clever in a situation related to this
character.
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Pilot

Items:

Nationality: British

flight suit

Languages: English, German

papers

Look: Energetic, Proud, Reserved, or
Intrepid.

select one:
( ) pistol

ammo

( ) radio

Stats:
Tough+1

( ) Mangled (-1)

Precise+1

( ) Shocked (-1)

Clever=0

( ) Shaken (-1)

Trust:
Trust the intrepid: Your trust of each
character is their Precise value.

Special actions: select two:
( ) Strafe - When an action
involves your mastery of flight, take
+1 forward or do +1 harm.
( ) Tumble - If you fall, take no
harm. If an attack involves jumping,
add the falling harm to the attack.
( ) Eagle Eye - Obtain one
additional detail when using your
keen sight.
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The Pilot
Scars:
Harm:

Ambassador

Items:

Nationality: British

tailored suit

Languages: French, English, German,
Russian

papers

Look: Tired, Rigid, Reserved, or
Haughty.

( ) disguise kit

select one:

( ) radio

Stats:
Tough-1

( ) Mangled (-1)

Precise+2

( ) Shocked (-1)

Clever+1

( ) Shaken (-1)

( ) enigma machine
( ) convincing papers

Trust:
Trust the pure: Trust+1 until a
character has tried to bribe you in
some way, then, Trust-1.

Special actions: select two:
( ) Schmooze: In social
situations, use +2 when assisting,
instead of the usual Trust value.
( ) Linguist: Obtain one
additional detail when interpreting
languages.

The Ambassador

Harm:
Scars:

( ) Friends: If you have radio
contact, receive equipment, an
airstrike, etc.
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